
Kitta Bet Notices 

 PE lessons are on a Wednesday. 

 Please make sure that all children have a complete P.E. Kit in school on Wednesdays. 

 It is expected that all children hand in their reading books to be reviewed on Monday and 

Wednesday but can all children have their books with them every day so that they have the 

opportunity to read with an adult. 

 Spellings will go out on a Tuesday to be completed by Monday.  

 Homework will be given out on a Thursday to be returned by Wednesday. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Learning This Week 

Kitta Bet enjoyed an assembly linked to Martin Luther King Day, led by Miss Zinger, 

and were introduced to some of his ideas and work which was partly inspired by Rosa 

Parks.   The children had fun meeting some surprise visitors to Yavneh Primary school 

which supported learning on The Great Fire of London.  Firefighters showed pupils 

around their fire engine while answering the many, many questions about the 

differences today compared to 1666 that could have helped get the fire under control.  

In addition, Kitta Bet were developing their knowledge of how to type with two hands 

to support their computer skills and encourage pupils to have a go!   

Literacy 

This week the children were introduced to our new literacy book Halibut Jackson.  They 

worked well to discuss and reflect on information about the main character as well as 

possible challenges he may face.  They were encouraged to write sentences describing 

Halibut Jackson and also create a new setting that would address his possible thoughts 

and feelings.  We finished off our literacy learning this week by participating in a 

‘Contraction Surgery’ which allowed the children to operate on broken words and join 

them together with an apostrophe. 

Maths 

Kitta Bet have been exploring the two, five and ten multiplication tables.  The children 

were encouraged to spot patterns that would support them to correctly identify multiples 

of these numbers.  Perhaps have a go practising with your child this weekend.  Both 

classes then explored how to use this knowledge to solve multiplication and division word 

problems. 
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